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Welcome
Blenheim High School is a coeducational academy in Surrey
with state of the art facilities.
Blenheim’s ethos revolves around a
growth mind-set where students are
actively encouraged to develop the
characteristics of hard work, resilience,
innovation and improvement. These
characteristics are crucial for many
reasons, but not least because the new
National Curriculum, new GCSE and
new A level examinations are more
challenging than ever. Growth mindset also significantly informs the ten
Blenheim behaviours which are equally
accessible to all students irrespective
of background, circumstance or ability.
They are behaviours that give Blenheim
students the ‘edge’ when they move
into the workplace or higher education.
Our curriculum is designed to ensure
that students of all abilities realise
their potential and achieve the best
possible public examination outcomes.
This is achieved through high levels
of consistency in terms of teaching
practices, the setting of homework and
the challenge of regular assessments.
Through these practices students
clearly understand where they are in
their learning and crucially what their
‘next steps’ are. ‘Next steps’ advice for
each student coupled with adequate
reflection time ensures smooth and
sustained progress over time.

The 2018 – 19 academic year sees the
launch of two significant initiatives.
Firstly, the introduction of a six period
day which increases students’ weekly
learning time across the curriculum
by 150 minutes. Secondly, the
implementation of a three year key
stage 4 will result in students receiving
more in depth GCSE teaching as well
as being afforded additional reflection
time to ensure that ‘next steps’ are
clearly understood. These strategies
coupled with the hugely successful
‘extended day’ which is primarily
focused on years 11 and 13 means
that Blenheim students are genuinely
advantaged as they work towards their
crucial GCSE and A level examinations.
The summer of 2018 saw our Year 11
students achieve Blenheim’s strongest
set of GCSE results for many years, both
in terms of attainment and progress.
Much credit goes to all stakeholders
but particularly the Blenheim staff and,
of course, our Year 11 students.
As we prepare our students to
take up their place in society we
actively encourage them to become
independent learners. Part of this
process has involved the integration
of iPads across the curriculum so
that every student either owns or
has access to one. Technological
evolution is insatiable and we believe
this approach is key to ensuring
that our students develop attributes
that will allow them to adapt in a

rapidly changing world. The iPad
complements daily teaching and
allows students to easily access
a multitude of interactive and
innovative resources both in and
away from school.
Outside the curriculum we promote
competition and co-operation through
the House system as well as running
a range of extra-curricular activities
in the Arts, Sports, STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Maths)
and department based clubs. We set
high standards in terms of uniform with
several ‘non-negotiables’ and have strict
expectations regarding behaviour both
in and out of the classroom. Visitors
often comment on the calm, purposeful
atmosphere around the school.
Choosing a secondary school is a
crucial decision–making process and I
hope the information in our prospectus,
our open mornings/ evening and a
tour of the school helps you to make a
genuinely informed decision.
Please contact my PA, Mrs M. Hart,
at: hart@blenheim.surrey.sch.uk
should you wish to arrange a tour.
In the meantime, thank you for
considering Blenheim.
Mr A. A. Bodell, Headteacher

maths
& engineering
Blenheim is a centre for
Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths (STEM)
and has been awarded a Gold
STEM award for being an
outstanding STEM provider
in Surrey.

These subjects are integral to
developing an enquiring mind and
we believe that it is crucial for all
young people, regardless of their
future career pathway, to have the
STEM knowledge and skills that
they need to be an informed citizen
in an increasingly scientific and
technological society.

We have a dedicated STEM Centre
furnished with the latest technology
which is a unique modern, work-place
style room that catapults students
into the future. Our aim is to engage
and inspire our students, and also
the wider community, with our
dedicated STEM programme, not only
to lead to a higher level of academic
achievement within the subjects, but
also to educate them in the diverse
career pathways that can open up.

Students’
Learning
A balance of traditional, well
researched teaching practices
coupled with innovative ICT
based opportunities ensures
that the learning experience is
both secure and personalised.

Our curriculum is well balanced and
the options process allows students to
appropriately specialise as they move
through Blenheim. A newly created
six period day, a three year key stage
4 and a comprehensive ‘extended
day’ all contribute to a thorough and
rigorous student learning experience.

Each student carries a school diary
to note down homework and to be
used as a medium for communication
with home. By carrying a diary,
communication between the triangle
of home, school and student is
maximised with the student at the
centre of the process.

Leadership
& Teamwork
So much can be achieved with a strong sense of commitment and at Blenheim the success of our
Physical Education and Dance department highlights the dedication and commitment of our students.
Through persistence and
determination, students excel at all
competitive levels, working both
individually and as part of a team to
challenge themselves.
Students can choose from a range
of activities on offer before and
after school and, by doing so, are
encouraged to develop lifelong
skills and interests. The full range of
traditional competitive team based

sports is on offer, together with other
popular activities such as gym, dance,
trampolining and table tennis.
Blenheim students participated
almost 7900 times in PE enrichment
activities through 2017 – 18 and the
commitment and dedication that
students show is reflected in their
academic efforts throughout their
school life. Blenheim girls’ Under
14 Football team were National

champions winning the English
Schools National Competition. This
involved them winning 8 ‘knockout’
rounds between September and May,
just like the FA Cup winners have
to do! As you can imagine we are
incredibly proud of our girls.

Imagination
& Freedom
During their time at Blenheim,
students acquire a variety of
qualifications, but also lifelong
skills and talents.
Our thriving and academically
excellent Creative Arts department
provides an abundance of
opportunities for students to
engage their imagination, nurture

their creativity and harness their
artistic talents.
Our Drama department offers students
of all skill levels the opportunity to
explore their talents and use them,
not only academically, but also in our
annual school production. Held at the
Leatherhead Theatre and with a cast of
nearly 200, the scale of our production
provides students with a very unique
opportunity to be part of a schoolwide family and builds an enormous

sense of belonging, self-assurance and
confidence that will be with them for
the rest of their lives.
The vibrant and purposeful
atmosphere in the specialist Art and
Design area gives a clue to the energy
and commitment students show
when working in this subject and the
annual art exhibition always displays
work of extremely high quality.
Similarly, whether in the recording
studio, practise rooms, music
classrooms, or on stage, students work
hard to master new musical skills.

Life at Blenheim
At Blenheim, we prioritise
relationships. We are a
community comprised of
many stakeholders and it is the
strength of relationships that
underpins the work we do.
As teachers, we get to teach for the
remainder of our careers but students
get one chance to ensure they
achieve the qualifications they need
to open doors and to learn the values
and characteristics to cooperate,
and compete, in an ever-changing
and smaller world. Strong, trusting
relationships with our students help
inform the quality of teaching and
learning they receive.
Our most recent school production,
‘The Wizard of Oz’, was a great
example with almost 200 current
and ex-students of all ages and
backgrounds contributing to
a wonderful spectacle at the
Leatherhead Theatre. The experience
will live long in the memory of those
young people, build an ongoing
legacy in the performing arts and
give students first-hand experience
of contributing to something much
bigger than themselves.

Clear, frequent and straightforward
communication with parents is
vital so that students, parents and
teachers understand where students
are in their learning. Clear ‘next steps’
advice is routinely communicated
to students in bespoke exercise
books via regular assessments. This
allows parents to be kept ‘in the
loop’ regarding student progress.
Parents’ evenings and Headteacher
presentations throughout the year
ensure that dialogue is alive and well.
All students are expected to attend all
parents’ evenings.
Curriculum and pastoral practices are
constantly reviewed and improved. In
the curriculum, students are in receipt
of bespoke branded exercise books,
communicating clear messages and
prioritising well researched practices
that will ensure Blenheim students
are in the best possible place as
they progress through school. At the
same time the student experience is
complemented by iPads which help
ensure an individualised learning
experience. A team of teaching
heads of year, pastoral facilitators
and an attendance officer co-operate
to ensure the best deployment of
resources ensuring that students’

academic progress, well-being, safety,
health and attendance are prioritised.
A comprehensive rewards system
recognises high levels of attendance,
commitment, effort and achievement
both inside and outside the classroom.
It is never too soon to begin thinking
about the future and as an Investor
in Careers award holder (reawarded
in 2018), we offer a structured careers
education programme, individual
careers interviews, mentoring,
employer led events, school online
careers information portal and a range
of activities and trips throughout the
academic year. One of our sayings
when it comes to careers is that,
whatever the future holds, ‘you will
never regret getting some great
GCSE results...’
Our Sixth Form has been frequently
rated as ‘good’ by Ofsted and in 2018
achieved excellent A level results
with 22% of grades awarded being
A*– A and 49% being awarded A*– B.
This was despite the introduction
of a significant number of reformed
A level examinations which are
unquestionably more challenging
than previous ones.

Thinking
By Walter D. Wintle
If you think you are beaten, you are,
If you think you dare not, you don’t,
If you like to win, but you think you can’t,
It is almost certain you won’t.
If you think you’ll lose, you’ve lost,
For out of the world we find,
Success begins with a fellow’s will,
It’s all in the state of mind.
If you think you are outclassed, you are,
You’ve got to think high to rise,
You’ve got to be sure of yourself before,
You can ever win a prize.
Life’s battles don’t always go,
To the stronger or faster person,
But sooner or later the one who wins,
Is the one who thinks they can.
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